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natalie cox discovers the man at the helm of luxury yacht 
design and considers the timeless appeal of true innovation
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aChiLLe SaLvagni is the name you need to know in 

the world of bespoke yacht design. the italian architect 

became a member of the national registered architects 

association in rome in 1999 before honing his craft in 

Sweden at the royal institute of technology in Stockholm 

and spending time in Finland and england. 

Working in counties with such different design 

aesthetics has clearly influenced the architect, and 

his name has become synonymous not just with 

luxury, but with a unique design instinct that combines 

italian opulence with the clean touch of Scandinavian 

modernism and a willingness to push the boundary 

between art and practical function.

Salvagni is now in the tenth year of running 

his own firm for architecture and interior design, 

Salvagniarchitetti, which works predominantly on 

luxury apartments and yachts. in 2007 their motoryacht 

MikyMar won the World Yachts trophies award for best 

yacht over 24 metres in the interior design category, and 

since then the industry’s hidden treasure has ceased to 

be quite such a secret.

the 70 metre motoryacht numptia has also added 

some silverware to Salvagniarchitetti’s shelf, having won 

both the Judges Special award at the World Superyacht 

awards for the interior Design With the Widest appeal,  

and the Bespoke Furniture award at the Show Boats  

Design awards.

Salvagni’s vision goes beyond trends, giving his 

boats a timeless yet vibrant feel. as well as his eclectic eye, 

he claims to possess ‘that subtle and precious ability to 

deal with real elegance and discretion, mixing things that 

don’t belong together and playing with styles with a flair for 

narrative interiors.’ he also explains that he is ‘evolving more 

and more toward mixtures and turning away from the ‘total 

look’ concept,’ which is clear from the strikingly bold features 

of numptia that do not shy away from being a collection of 

different statements, rather than mere component parts.

now working with eleven designers in his studio, 

Salvagni is currently designing numerous projects for around 

the world in cities such as London, new York, rome, Paris 

and Porto Cervo. he is certain to remain the go-to designer 

for one of a kind yachts for a long time to come. 

(www.salvagniarchitetti.net) 
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